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Andrew King
From:

Bristol Area Downs Syndrome Support [Bristol_Area_Downs_Syndrome_Supp@mail.vresp.com]

Sent:

16 February 2012 23:34

To:

info@badss.org.uk

Subject: Test Message - HTML Format:Lion King Theatre Tickets
Click to view this email in a browser

Lion King Theatre Tickets Sunday 2nd Sept 2012 at 2.30
Attention all theatre lovers, I am sure you have been hoping Betty was working her
Magic with the Hippodrome. As Betty put it "The Hippodrome has been gripped by Lion
King Fever". She has been trying for 2 days and has finally got the Hippodrome to
allocate her some tickets.
It would have been $75.00 for our normal seats or $55 for middle/rear of stalls.
However, the manager tried really hard to work some cheaper deals but the
consequence is they are in pairs and odd seats. Betty has also booked some full price
tickets. Given the likely demand and so we all benefit and it is fair we must restrict it to
immediate family and not friends and relations. Tickets are $40 per ticket on a first
come first served basis up to a maximum of 4 and you need to pay by 10th of March.
However, if you are a family of say 5 please let Betty know and if demand allows she
will try to offer you the opportunity to sit together, but this will depend upon the total
allocation available and cannot be guaranteed. In these circumstances Betty will
contact you to discuss what she is able to offer. It would help greatly if you
could indicate that you are able to sit in smaller groups.
Please complete the form below and send your cheque to Betty by 10 March 2012.
For any clarification or to discuss any specific needs contact Betty on 0117 9561915

Send Cheques Payable to "Betty Humphries" to
Betty Humphries
Woodstock, 1 Quarry Road
Frenchay
South Glos
BS16 1LY
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Please note we haven't moved to the US the pound sign would not work in the editor we
use to distribute emails. We are charging an average price that reflects that we have
been allocated some tickets at a reduced rate. Therefore the face value printed on the
ticket will be different to the $40 charged.

Reply Slip
*****************************************************************
Lion King- Hippodrome - 2 Sept 2012 2.30pm - Reply by 10th March

Please allocate me 1 - 4 tickets @ $40.00 =

$

Add $1 P&P............................................... $

1.00

I enclose a cheque for a total of .................. $
We are able to sit in smaller groups of 2/3. Yes/No
My immediate family is larger than 4 and we would all like to come along Yes/No
In the event not all the tickets can be allocated I would like the opportunity to purchase
additional tickets. I understand that these are unlikely to be adjacent to my original
allocation and may be seated as singles. In this event I would like a further
Additional Tickets .............. @ $40

=$

I also enclose a separate cheque to cover these ticket for the total of $
In the event this is not used in full it will be returned or if in part a refund provided.

Name:
Address:

Telephone:
email:
*****************************************************************
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